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the korg wave surfer allows you to compose
and mix sound in real-time, and the korg
wave surfer features a multi-function knob
that lets you adjust the stereo panning of the
various instruments. a wave interpolator
provides a stereo effect that simulates
acoustic instruments playing on multiple
microphones. there is a rotary speaker
(featuring a rotary speaker and high-
frequency port) and a high-power 3-band
parametric eq for adjustment. there is also a
3-band parametric equalizer and sound
shaping, as well as compatibility with the
korg wi-fi connection. a wave chorus offers
the effect of a chorus, a wave flanger adds a
brilliant, shimmering sound, and a wave
delay provides a similar effect to that of the
sound of recording a guitar through a great
sounding amplifier. with the korg wave
surfer and a suitable microphone, musicians
can record their performances for later use
in a studio environment. the internal
microphone provides excellent quality
recording, and the korg wave surfer's rotary
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speaker can be used to simulate the sound
of an acoustic instrument. the onboard
speaker is also available as an external
speaker that can be connected to a stereo
system. the korg wave surfer makes it easy
to build and adjust your own sounds. as you
can see in the photo, there is a rotary
speaker, a microphone, and effects such as
echo, reverb, delay, and flanger. there is
also a wave chorus, a wave interpolator, and
a wave delay. you can adjust the sound to
the extent that you want with the multi-
function knob. korg, in no event, will be
liable for the direct, derivative, collateral or
consequential damage caused by the use of
or the inability of using the licensed program
(including but not limited to damage of data,
lost commercial profit, interruption of work,
lost commercial information), regardless of
the degree of damages, and even if korg was
aware of the possibility of such damages or
the possibility of a claim for damage from a
third party in advance.
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perform solo sets in western, arabic, persian,
and turkish styles, with the korg pa4x-61

oriental arranger keyboard. korg's pa series
is the first choice for countless composers,
and the fourth generation pa4x-61 arranger
gives you more sounds, musical styles, and
studio-quality effects than ever. this oriental

edition features world-class instruments
from middle eastern instrument libraries,

plus quarter tone (or microtonal) scaling for
accurate middle eastern compositions. for an

arranger keyboard that enables your
creativity rather than limits it, you'll be well
served with the korg pa4x-61 oriental. the
korg pa4x-61 oriental has all the studio-

quality effects and processors you need to
produce truly polished sound. in all there are

over 140 effects including reverb, delay,
stompbox emulations, amp and cabinet

simulators, eq, and the waves maxx audio
suite. the tc helicon voice processor creates

outstanding harmony voices and special
effects. and the adaptive mic setting
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monitors the input signal and adjusts various
processors to optimize your sound - it's like
having a sound engineer mix your vocals in
real time. in other words, the korg pa4x-61
oriental has everything you need to make
good tracks sound outstanding. the korg
pa4x-61 oriental has all the studio-quality

effects and processors you need to produce
truly polished sound. in all there are over

140 effects including reverb, delay,
stompbox emulations, amp and cabinet

simulators, eq, and the waves maxx audio
suite. the tc helicon voice processor creates

outstanding harmony voices and special
effects. and the adaptive mic setting

monitors the input signal and adjusts various
processors to optimize your sound - it's like
having a sound engineer mix your vocals in
real time. in other words, the korg pa4x-61
oriental has everything you need to make

good tracks sound outstanding. 5ec8ef588b
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